Helping Moms Spend Quality Time With Children
People Do Go Online To Meet New People
(NAPSA)—People worldwide
are spending more time online.
But where are they going once
they’re on the Web?
According to a recent survey
conducted by Harris Interactive,
adults worldwide go online for
several reasons: 23 percent of
respondents say they go online for
dating, 50 percent use social networking sites and 72 percent play
games. In addition, people love to
shop—nearly half of online users
say they feel confident shopping
on the Web.
While many Web destinations
focus on any one of these activities, one in particular touches on
all of them—offering the world’s
largest user-generated virtual
mall where people can shop to
their heart’s content.
Over the last four years, the
community at IMVU.com has
grown around the use of online
three-dimensional characters,
called avatars. For a fraction of
the real-world cost, a person can
buy clothes, shoes, hairstyles
and much more for his or her
avatar. And with the largest virtual catalog in the world, people
can ex p re s s th e ms e l v e s in a
unique way while connecting
with new people from all around
the world.
Having a unique avatar is very
important to each IMVU member
because it represents how they
view themselves; people change
their clothes daily, even hourly,
and visit interesting virtual rooms
to meet new people. Users can do
just about anything—ride through
a desert on a magic carpet or visit
the beach in Bali in their cute
bathing suit. Some just want to
chat with others who have the

A popular online destination,
www.IMVU.com, lets people connect in 3D and shop for their
avatars.
same interests, such as movies or
politics, in a public forum or a private chat.
With the many fun possibilities
that exist, there is one main reason why people keep coming back
to the site—it’s a place where new
relationships are made and strong
communities are formed. Popular
communities such as Anime, Goth,
Latino, moms, and LGBT are just
a sampling of different types of
groups that are thriving within
the IMVU community.
Leslie Lewis of Pleasanton,
Calif., for instance, states, “You
never know what exciting things
you’ll find. In fact, one of my first
online buddies is actually from
Egypt! IMVU has really added so
much to my life as I can look the
way I want and connect with people from everywhere in a safe,
anonymous environment.”
For people who love to shop,
connect with people all around the
world or create virtual products to
sell, IMVU prepaid cards are
available for purchase at major
retail stores, including Target,
7-Eleven and Speedway. To learn
more, visit www.imvu.com.

(NAPSA)—There are ways that
first-time moms can spend quality
time with their youngsters while
still managing to tend to their
busy lives.
The key is to make together
time more like child’s play,
whether you’re doing chores or
taking care of the kids.
For instance, time spent cooking in the kitchen can turn into a
game that teaches nutrition, laundry time can serve as a chance to
talk about colors, while a trip to
the store can double as a journey
to a different universe.
There are even a number of toys
that can help, with new product
lines being designed with both
mother and child in mind. Look for
brands such as Mommy & Me,
which offers innovative, educational and interactive toys meant to
help moms and children laugh, love
and learn together. Here’s a look at
some of the brand’s newest toys:
Play Time
• Soft Rollerz—The set of freewheeling, soft and squishy vehicles comes with lights and sounds.
Available in two versions—
Mommy and Baby Duck or Mommy and Baby Turtle—the rollers
can be tons of fun.
• Sing ’N Sounds Keyboard—
The musical keyboard is in the
shape of a turtle character, plays
musical notes and songs, and even
lights up.
• Mommy Loves Me Plush—
This unique peek-a-boo plush can
surprise and entertain your child
for hours. When Mommy Duck
puts her wings over her eyes and
then removes them, it triggers her
to say fun phrases like “peek-aboo,” “I love you!” and “quack
quack.”

• Let’s Get Dressed! Kangaroo—This colorful and soft mommy and baby kangaroo help
teach young children the basics in
getting dressed. The learning
includes buttoning, zipping,
Velcro-ing and tying.
• Sing ’N Play Musical Guitar—The 2-in-1 musical toy
includes a fun guitar for child and
a tambourine for mom. The guitar’s character buttons make animal noises while shape buttons
light up, play songs and add jungle noises.
• Mushy Movers—Moms and
kids can have hours of fun with
these plush, walking dogs or cats.
Each item has a simple walking
motion and makes realistic animal sounds.
• Jungle Fun Bead Chaser—
The jungle-themed bead chaser
comes with three wires and six
characters beads. Moving the
beads around results in fun
sounds.
Classic Toys
• ABC Blocks—The 50-piece
alphabet block set has uppercase
and lowercase letters, numbers,

math symbols and fun images like
a dog on the letter “D” block.
• Build ’N Play Blocks—The
100-piece building block set is a
combination of natural wooden
blocks and colored wooden blocks
in a variety of shapes and sizes.
• Discover ’N Learn Puzzles—
The set of wooden peg puzzles
comes in themes including alphabet, numbers and weather, and
the puzzles are made up of
chunky and smaller-sized pieces.
• Push ’N Play Train—The
train set comes with four “kidpowered” train cars. Each car
includes slots, bead wires, a moving screw and an engine that has
a moving smokestack when the
train is pushed.
• Easy Grab Peg and Wood Peg
Puzzles—These are two sets of
peg puzzles—one for beginners
with easy-to-grab large wood pegs,
and one with plastic pegs that can
be used as children’s dexterity
improves. The set of 20 puzzles
comes in themes including alphabet, numbers, animals, vehicles
and left/right.
Bath Time
• Toot Toot Bath Boat—The
molded plastic boat provides paddle wheel water play and smokestack sounds. It also features a
design that can help children
learn shapes and colors.
• Splish Splash Slide—Attach
the colorful and safe plastic slide
to your tub and watch the water
as it’s pumped from the tub onto
the slide. Children can place fun
characters on the slide and watch
them take a ride.
The toys are available at WalMart. For more information,
v i s i t w w w. w a l m a r t . c o m o r
www.mommyandme.com.

tainable product solutions. For
more information, visit www.
livegourmet.com.
***
PBS KIDS’ and PBS KIDS
GO!’s popular children’s television
series feature special healththemed programs from favorites
including “Sesame Street,”
“Arthur” and many others
throughout the year. For tips on
fitness, nutrition and healthy living, parents are invited to visit
pbsparents.org.
***
The Sports Museum of America, a celebration of all sports,
recently opened in New York City.
It features an exhibit dedicated to
legendary athletes when they
were children. Visitors can see
Derek Jeter’s Little League jersey,
footage of 10-year-old Venus
Williams and more. Visit
www.sportsmuseum.com.
***
An estimated 1.6 million people over the age of 65 will move
this year. Fortunately, there are
ways to make this kind of move

less stressful. For more information on helping older adults make
a move, visit www.mayflower.com.
***
Jenny Craig, Inc. recently
signed an agreement to become
the only weight loss organization
to use the Volumetrics approach
and trademark. For information
about the Volumetrics approach
and healthy eating, visit www.
jennycraig.com or call 1-800Jenny20.
***
During the first six months of
enrollment, qualified Medicare
recipients have the opportunity for
a free, one-time, ultrasound
abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA)
screening to determine if their
aorta is dangerously enlarged. To
learn more, visit the Society of
Vascular Surgery’s Web Site at
VascularWeb.org.
***
John Hancock Mutual Funds
provides a financial and personal
emergency checklist on its Web
site, www.jhfunds.com, or by calling (800) 225-5291.
***
Most people only hire home
inspectors to inspect resale properties; however, many new homes
have hidden trouble spots and
should be inspected also. That’s
why it’s important to know about
hidden problems before those
problems cost you money, perhaps
thousands of dollars. To learn
more, visit www.pillartopost.com.

The right toys can help busy firsttime moms spend quality time
with their children.

Go Green And Be Cool
(NAPSA)—You can be cool and
“go green” in surprising ways.
For example, an energy-efficient
air conditioner will cost less to
operate and use less energy than a
less efficient model. In addition, a
home cooling system that uses R410A refrigerant (the substance
that helps remove heat from the
air) will reduce the amount of
ozone-depleting ingredients that
leak into the atmosphere.
The good news: As of 2010,
all U.S. air conditioner manufacturers will be required to use an
R-410A refrigerant in all new
units.
The better news: These refrigerants are on the market today
and can save you money as they
help you save the environment.
The traditional refrigerant, R-22,
has been used for many decades.
As supplies decline in accordance
with the Clean Air Act, you can
expect the cost to increase. By
selecting a high-efficiency air conditioner or heat-pump equipment
that uses an R-410A refrigerant,
homeowners can enjoy enhanced
comfort, money savings and environmentally sound operation.
How Can You Tell
Your System Is “Green”?
• When selecting a home-cooling system, you can ask the contractor if it is R-410A compliant.
• Also ask about the SEER
(Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio). The higher the SEER, the

When you get a new cooling system for your home, not only can
you “go green,” you can save
some green.
more energy efficiency the unit
will deliver. The minimum SEER
rating on newly manufactured
units is 13.
• Once you select a system, be
sure the unit is properly sized for
the home.
• Finally, ask whether the
individuals installing the unit
are certified by NATE—North
American Technician Excellence.
New refrigerants, energy regulations and more sophisticated
products require a knowledgeable
technician. Heating and cooling
technicians certified by NATE
have passed a rigorous test to
prove their heating and cooling
knowledge.
Learn More
For more information or to
find a contractor with NATE-certified technicians nearby, visit
www.natex.org.

(NAPSA)—The Menopause
Impact Tool, available at www.
enjuvia.com, is a questionnaire
that helps women understand
their symptoms and the effect
menopause may have on their
everyday life. The analysis gives
healthcare professionals information to help determine what
treatment might be right for each
individual.
***
Some parents have used their
experiences to develop products
that help others enjoy more quality time with their children
throughout their early years.
Such products are part of the Target Parent Inventors line—created by parents for parents. To
learn more, visit www.target.com.
***
When the Midwest flooding
struck Illinois, Indiana and Iowa,
many uninsured and financially
struggling patients got their prescription medicines from the
“Help Is Here Express” national
bus tour organized by PhRMA.
For more information, visit
www.PhRMA.org.
***
Not only have growers such as
Hollandia Produce ensured a
fresher, more delicious product by
delivering lettuce and watercress
with their roots intact, but these
delectable greens are grown using
environmentally friendly practices and are sold in partnership
with vendors that provide sus-
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